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About Ceedo

Technology moves pretty fast these days.

And we, here at “Ceedo”, love to keep up with that pace!

From smartphones to ultra-fast wireless routers, everyday latest gadgets with the coolest technology EVER (their words, not ours!) keep popping up on our newsfeed.

Before you whip out your credit and order those products online, we humbly request you to wait.




How to Connect LG Soundbar to TV
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This article will show you how to connect a LG soundbar to your TV. Contents How to Connect Lg Soundbar to TV How do I connect my LG soundbar to my TV without cable? How do I sync my soundbar to my TV? Why won'... [read full]





How to Connect Samsung Soundbar to Subwoofer Without Remote
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In this blog post, we will show you how to connect your Samsung soundbar without a remote. This is a common problem when the remote either breaks or it stops working for some other reason. We have a few solutio... [read full]





How to Connect Samsung Soundbar
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It wasn't long ago when the only way to enjoy sound in your house was with a bulky stereo system. Nowadays, there are so many different options for audio systems that it can be overwhelming to find the one you... [read full]





How to Connect Soundbar to LG TV With Optical Cable
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If you're looking for a way to connect your soundbar to your LG TV, the best option is an optical cable. A soundbar needs a digital audio output and this can be provided by either HDMI or Optical out on most TV... [read full]





How to Connect Samsung Soundbar to Samsung TV Wireless
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Connecting your Samsung soundbar to your TV is a very simple process. Contents How to connect samsung soundbar to samsung tv wireless How do I connect my Samsung soundbar to WiFi? How do I connect my Samsung so... [read full]





How to Connect Bluetooth Soundbar to Roku TV
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If you're looking for a way to get the sound from your TV to work better, this article will help. ContentsHow to Connect Bluetooth Soundbar to Roku TVCan I use any Bluetooth speaker with my Roku TV?How do I con... [read full]





How to Choose a Soundbar
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We know how hard it can be to choose a soundbar.Contents How to choose a soundbar How do I choose the right sound bar? What size sound bar should I get? How many watts should a good sound bar have? Should my so... [read full]





Staples Laminator 17466 How to Use
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If you've ever wondered how to use a standard laminator, this post is for you. Whether it's for school or work, there are many reasons why people might need to laminate something. This article will provide an o... [read full]





How to Connect Samsung Soundbar to Subwoofer
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So you just got a new soundbar and want to connect it to your subwoofer. Well, we're here to help! This article will teach you how to do that in three simple steps. We'll also go over the benefits of upgrading... [read full]





How to Connect Samsung Soundbar to TV Using AUX
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The search for the perfect soundbar can be a daunting task. The market is flooded with different models and features, all of which have their own pros and cons. However, there are a few key things to keep in mi... [read full]
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